Save the Date!
Wednesday, July 18 - 7:00 pm

Aldersgate United Methodist Church (Sanctuary)
1201 Irvine Blvd., Tustin

San Onofre Safety: A Matter of Right vs. Wrong
Hear Gary Headrick, co-founder of San Clemente Green, tell the personal side of taking on an industry so deeply devoted to profit that it would risk all of creation to squeeze the last drop of profit from the innocent masses
being misled by rumors of blackouts & given a false sense of security. The
truth gets lost in a society distracted by economic hardship & the constant
encouragement to leave it to “those in charge.”
Fukushima was (is) a crime against Nature that could have been prevented by “those in charge.” San Onofre is not far behind.
There is an important other side of the story that we must hear. Facts from
independent nuclear experts & first hand experience with whistleblowers
will provide a fresh perspective on the reality of living near an old nuclear
power plant, surrounded by fault lines, in a tsunami zone. We’ve lived
without nuclear power for more than five months now. Let’s find out
what we can do to keep it that way.
Gary & his wife, Laurie, started San Clemente Green in 2007 to create a
Sustainable Action Plan for their town. After unanimous approval by the
city council in 2010 the Headricks intended to make their own home into
a living example of sustainable living. While in the midst of that transition they were contacted by people who
work at San Onofre that were afraid to report safety concerns for fear of retaliation from management. Some of
those concerns raised had to do with the installation of the same steam generators that have caused the nuclear
power plant to be closed since the beginning of this year. Suddenly they were thrust into an issue they never
intended to take on. No one took the matter seriously, including the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, until
3/11/11, when Japan experienced the unpredictable forces of nature. Since then, Gary has been leading a coalition of groups raising public awareness of the dangers before any ill-informed decisions are made to restart the
plant.

